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Biblioteca Marciana, Venice  |  57cm x 38cm |  £895
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MasterStrokes
a selection of watercolours by Trevor Lingard

6 The Arches, Whalley

Thursday 1st May 2014 from 6pm - 9pm

Champagne will be served

All works are for sale upon receipt of this catalogue, more works can be viewed at

www.artdecorgallery.co.uk

RSVP: 01254 824840 or chris@artdecorgallery.co.uk

The exhibition continues until Saturday 24th May 2014

Gallery Hours: Tue-Fri 9-5pm and Sat 9.30-4pm

Julie and Chris invite you and your guests to a Private Viewing of

Front Cover: I Need a Rest, Rome l 57cm x 38cm l £895
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'Hiding one's light under a bushel', is not a term
you would expect to phrase when describing the
nature of a popular, successful and internationally
acclaimed artist.  

Yet, although Julie and I have known for years,
along with a growing number of avid collectors,
that we have on our doorstep, one of the best
watercolour artists in the country. What is not
known is just how modest and unassuming
Sabden-based artist Trevor Lingard is about his
work. At long last though, the rest of the world is
becoming aware of his incredible talent. 

It was only when we were collating works for this
exhibition and compiling this foreward, that Trevor
made us aware that he is regularly invited all over
the world to present seminar workshops teaching
watercolour technique as an honorary guest of the
International Watercolour Society (IWS).  

As Trevor then went on to explain, it all began in
2012 when he was contacted by the IWS and
asked to submit one of his watercolours to their
web-site. Unbeknown to Trevor, he had unwittingly
entered an international competition and his
painting received so many favourable comments
from the public that it went on to be judged by an
International Select Committee and placed in the
Top Ten out of thousands of entries. Due to this
critical, as well as popular acclaim, he was then

invited  to enter the following year but declined
due to his aversion to competitions. So he was
then contacted to see if he would submit a piece,
not as part of the competition, but for the IWS to
display in their book highlighting his skill and
technique. Furthermore, he was invited to join the
judging panel but graciously declined as he felt
that he was not suitably qualified. Luckily for many
budding artists however, Trevor has eventually
accepted an invitation to demonstrate his skill
delivering a week long course in Tuscany in May
this year. Due to it being so oversubscribed an
additional week has been scheduled for this
September and courses already booked for 2015.
Trevor has also chosen to accept an invitation by
the IWS to Brazil to deliver a workshop there later
in the year.   

After selling more than fifty paintings in Trevor's
last exhibition with us in 2010, it is evident that
they have a universal appeal. Perhaps this may be
due to their remarkable ability to fuse a memory,
place or incident into a language that fills one with
warmth and nostalgia. 

We anticipate that this exhibition is going to prove
another success and are delighted to share this
latest collection with you which we have suitably
entitled MasterStrokes.

Chris and Julie McCabe 

MasterStrokes

Submitted watercolour for the IWS Book 2013
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"Definitely shows that the expression 'less is
more' is true. I love the way your paintings
convey detail without being detailed to
death....you let the viewer's mind fill in those
little areas so beautifully. Congratulations!"
Sylvia L. Dugan - Chapman University,
California

"I especially wanted to congratulate you in
person. I had a feeling that your painting would
be in the top ten chosen and my senses did
not mislead me. Congratulations!
I reckon your watercolour painting is one of the
best paintings which reflect the qualities of
watercolour medium in the contest. It is not
like a photograph. It is a soft transparent
dream like image of what is real. It is not racing
or trying to excel reality. It just states what you
saw there after letting it pass through the filter
of your eyes and heart. So there is  lot of you
in this painting, your style and expression...that
is exactly why it is so beautiful and not
betraying the medium of watercolour art. It is
not a harsh expression of reality in the outside
world."
Ercan Gunay - Istanbul University

Two of the many comments received on the 

IWS website 2012

Trevor likes to make reference sketch paintings
whilst visiting many of Europe's city locations
and then work from them when he is back
home in his studio. Although he has been
known to paint in oil his preferred medium is
watercolour because of its spontaneity and
how this medium enables him to catch the
moment especially when painting 'en plein air'. 
His characteristic economy of detail and the
use of a limited palette awards his paintings
with a sense of ambience and atmosphere. 
Whilst Trevor admires the work of Edward
Seago, Sir William Russell Flint, Trevor
Chamberlain and John Yardley amongst others
he is now proving an inspiration himself to so
many.

A video clip of Trevor painting 
'Biblioteca Marciana, Venice' (pictured on the
inside front cover) can be seen on our website
www.artdecorgallery.co.uk
Click on Artists, Trevor Lingard, Videos. 

Trevor Lingard

Trevor with paintbrush & palette in Krakow, Poland - March 2014
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Cross Street, Manchester  l  76cm x 57cm |  £1,495
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Hustle and Bustle  l  57cm x38cm |  £895
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Towards All Hallow's, Great Mitton  |  38cm x 28cm |  £525
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In the Heat of the Day
38cm x 57cm l  £895

Brew Time Over said the Fat Controller 
38cm x 57cm l  £895
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Chain Bridge, Budapest  l  57cm x 76cm |  £1,495
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The Heat of the Day, Rhodes  l  38cm x 28cm |  £525
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Elizabeth Bridge, Budapest  |  57cm x 38cm |  £895
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Along the Danube, Budapest  l  57cm x 38cm |  £895



St Mark's Basilica, Venice  l  76cm x 28cm |  £950
14



15
Piazza di Spagna, Rome  |  76cm x 28cm |  £950
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Whins Lane, Sabden  l  57cm x 38cm |  £895



17
Love You Too  l  38cm x 28cm |  £525



18
Industrial Waterways, Accrington  l  57cm x 38cm |  £895
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Splashing in Piccadilly Gardens 

28cm x 38cm l  £525
Souks in Marrakech
28cm x 38cm l  £525
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The Avenue, Manchester  l 38cm x 28cm |  £525
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Scrum Down  l  57cm x 38cm |  £895
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Knocking  l  57cm x 38cm |  £895
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Nelson's Column Plinth, Trafalgar Square  |  76cm x 57cm |  £1,495
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Changes to the City, Manchester  l  57cm x 38cm |  £895



25
Newchurch in Pendle  l  57cm x 38cm |  £895



26
Rynek Glowny, St Mary's Basilica, Krakow  l  76cm x 28cm |  £950



27
Afternoon Tea in the Shade  l  57cm x 38cm |  £895



28
Rush Hour, Manchester  l  57cm x 38cm |  £895



29
Alleys in the City Walls, Rhodes  l  57cm x 38cm |  £895



30
St Peter's Basilica, Budapest  l  57cm x 38cm |  £895
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Next Up, Manchester  l  76cm x 57cm |  £1,495



32
Tourists in the City Walls, Rhodes  l  38cm x 28cm |  £525



33
Pizza's and Spaghetti  l  57cm x 38cm |  £895



34
Between Sun and Showers, Rome  l  38cm x 28cm |  £525



St Adalberts and Mickiewicz Monument, Krakow  l  76cm x 57cm |  £1,495



ArtDecorGallery
6 The Arches, Whalley, nr Clitheroe,
Lancashire, BB7 9SG

Tel: 01254 824840
Email: chris@artdecorgallery.co.uk
Web: www.artdecorgallery.co.uk

This One Mummy  l  76cm x 28cm |  £950


